
KEY SUCCESS FACTORS Allowing REMOTE AND VIRTUAL TEAMS across the globe to work anywhere, anytime. Offering increased productivity, flexibility and adaptability END BENEFITS 

STRATEGIES TO 
IMPLEMENT GLOBAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS TO 
REMOTE TEAMS
Develop strategy and 
roadmap to engage 
remote teams in 
transformation 
implementation

REMOTE IMPLEMENTATION ROADMAP DELIVER RIGHT MESSAGE ESTABLISH COLLABORATION PLATFORMS CREATE SUCCESSFUL WORK GROUPS A clear strategy for 
managing and 
implementing global 
transformations for 
remote and virtual 
teams. Plans 
developed and 
implemented for the 
new changes 

Establish planning cycle, phases, approach
Define comms vehicles & channels, timings
Determine feedback & evaluation mechanism
Educate guide and coach leaders and teams

What’s happening
Why it’s happening
How change will affect all teams
What is needed to facilitate change

Establish interactive collaboration tools
Foster transparent culture of CI
Ensure work hours overlap
Create meritocratic system for rewards

Establish work guidelines & principles
Define business processes & models
Ensure clear & measurable deliverables
Create open & transparent environment

TRANSITON IMPLEMENT EVALUATE

Assign virtual implementation/support teams
Create detailed execution plans

Train people in new environments
Reconfigure systems/org structures

Implement new governance, processes
Monitor progress, adoption, trends

Assess performance vs. scorecard
Encourage continuous feedback

PROCESS / GOVERNANCE 
FRAMEWORKS 
Thorough review of 
current processes & 
governance frameworks 
and adapt to digital 
workspace collaboration

ADAPT PROCESSES & GOVERNANCE MODELS
Design fluid and flexible processes and policies aligned to a 
remote-based strategy & business goals

INTRODUCE NEW BUSINESS RULES
Determine remote work schedule, remote work 
roles, virtual meetings and communication policies

ESTABLISH CLEAR TRACKING MEASURES  
Develop clear KPIs that foster productivity & transparency 
and hold everyone accountable for tasks & projects

New flexible 
processes adaptable 
to remote-based 
work, designed to 
assist in implementing 
transformations 
across the globe

COMMUNICATION AND TRAINING
Communicate the new processes & business rules and 
provide required one-on-one and self-paced training in
skills & behaviours to achieve desired business results

SUPPORT
Provide ongoing and continuous support to 
ensure all remote and virtual teams understand 
and adapt to new remote-based work policies

REVIEW, EVALUATE AND IMPROVE
Assess remote teams’ understanding of roles, 
responsibilities & expectations under new processes & 
rules, conduct frequent pulse surveys & evaluations 

RISK MANAGEMENT & 
CHANGE MONITORING
Assess readiness and 
ability for remote and 
virtual teams to perform 
within a digital 
workspace. Establish
Helpdesk, interactive 
training & onboarding

CONDUCT CHANGE MGMT RISK ASSESSMENT 
Establish the scope of risk assessment (change 
impact assessment, implications of change)

ANALYSE CURRENT BUSINESS PROCESSES
Identify gaps & causes for improving productivity, 
effectiveness & efficiency in remote transformations

IDENTIFY IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Identify & validate opportunities to act on the analysis
results including identifying transformation opportunities

Remote-based 
transformation 
implementation 
continually tracked 
and monitored to 
determine trends, 
ensure readiness and 
provide required 
support

USE DIFFERENT ASSESSMENTS METHODS
Use different risk assessment techniques, including 
statistical probability assessments, benchmarking, 
interviews, focus groups, conceptualizations, impact 
matrix analysis and others

CATEGORISE POTENTIAL RISKS
Group potential risks into high, medium, low risk 
scenarios. Assess impacts to organization, 
stakeholder groups, products (if applicable), ASIS to 
TOBE scenarios, potential obstacles & mitigations

ENSURE LEADERSHIP COMMITMENT & MONITOR PROGRESS
Ensure executive-level leadership commitment to change 
Monitor progress, implementation, impact, required ongoing 
support, required training, potential resistance, potential 
employee disengagement and loss of morale

VIRTUAL MEETINGS, 
COMMUNICATION & 
COLLABORATION TOOLS
Communication through 
video chatting tools, 
regular check-ins 
interactive Q&A forums to 
foster collaboration

USE INTERACTIVE FORUMS AND PORTALS CONDUCT VIRTUAL MEETINGS IMPLEMENT COMMS PLATFORMS FOSTER OPEN COMMUNICATION A complete shift in 
teams’ collaboration 
and communication 
practices. The ability 
of employees to do 
their work anytime, 
anywhere and to 
collaborate globally

Use interactive forums, such as Q&A forums that 
allow teams to post questions on which entire team 
is notified, with highest voted questions and answers 
published on top
Set up internal portals that enable sharing of info 
about changes and encourage open discussions 

Encourage regular virtual face-
to-face meetings to help build 
camaraderie, sense of 
community & clear expectations
Conduct regular check-ins to 
gauge progress & any concerns

Establish web-based and cloud-based 
communication platforms such as 
Slack, Yammer, Convo, Teams, etc. 
Define remote comms policies and 
rules, including private & shared 
message boards, groups & channels

Encourage sharing of information and 
knowledge and build SME capabilities
Facilitate a collaborative work 
environment that draw on the benefits 
of diversity & varied work experiences, 
perspectives & remote work challenges

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
TOOLS, STATISTICAL 
REPORTING & TRACKING
Project management and 
tracking tools to generate 
statistical reports on 
assignments & workload

USE PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Keep track of team assignments, deadlines & 
workloads using various PM tools and platforms

TRACK ASSIGNMENTS USING STATISTICAL REPORTS
Track and measure team performance using statistical 
reports that track RAG status, budget and constraints

SET CLEAR PERFORMANCE MEASURES (KPIS)
Set clear and measurable performance goals (KPIs) & 
communicate how these align to project & org plans

Statistical reports 
created and uploaded 
on collaborative tools 
to track assignments 
and workload, which 
the remote teams can 
update directly

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Build a strong enterprise data foundation to enhance 
the customer experience

RIGHT DIGITAL PLATFORM
Spend quality time in choosing the right web and cloud 
platform in this changing, complex digital landscape

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Employ KAISEN principle for continuous 
improvement of business & digital transformations
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BEST PRACTICES FOR IMPLEMENTING GLOBAL BUSINESS AND 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATIONS TO REMOTE AND VIRTUAL TEAMS
This ONE-PAGE MAGIC illustrates some of the best practices for implementing global business and 
digital transformation to remote and virtual teams, allowing anyone (with the required access 
rights) to work anywhere, anytime and offering increased productivity, flexibility and adaptability. 
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